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Abstract: In 2021, a novel NOAA-Saildrone project deployed five uncrewed surface vehicle Saildrones
(SDs) to monitor regions of the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea frequented by tropical cyclones.
One of the SDs, SD-1045, crossed Hurricane Sam (Category 4) on September 30, providing the first-
ever surface-ocean videos of conditions in the core of a major hurricane and reporting near-surface
winds as high as 40 m/s. Here, we present a comprehensive analysis and interpretation of the
Saildrone ocean surface wind measurements in Hurricane Sam, using the following datasets for direct
and indirect comparisons: an NDBC buoy in the path of the storm, radiometer tropical cyclone (TC)
winds from SMAP and AMSR2, wind retrievals from the ASCAT scatterometers and SAR (RadarSat2),
and HWRF model winds. The SD winds show excellent consistency with the satellite observations
and a remarkable ability to detect the strength of the winds at the SD location. We use the HWRF
model and satellite data to perform cross-comparisons of the SD with the buoy, which sampled
different relative locations within the storm. Finally, we review the collective consistency among
these measurements by describing the uncertainty of each wind dataset and discussing potential
sources of systematic errors, such as the impact of extreme conditions on the SD measurements and
uncertainties in the methodology.
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1. Introduction

In situ measurements of extreme winds within hurricanes are challenging and scarce
at the global level [1]. At present, these measurements are mostly provided by reconnais-
sance flights, which observe hurricane winds using dropsondes and Stepped Frequency
Microwave Radiometers (SFMRs) [2], which are most often in the tropical North Atlantic.
In the summer and fall of 2021, a novel project deployed five uncrewed surface vehicle
Saildrones (SDs) in regions of the western tropical/subtropical Atlantic and Caribbean Sea
where tropical cyclones (TCs) frequently travel. One of the SDs, SD-1045, crossed through
the eyewall of Hurricane Sam (Cat. 4) on 30 September 2021, providing views from the
ocean’s surface of conditions within a major hurricane. SD-1045 reported near-surface
winds as high as about 40 m/s and significant wave heights of up to 14 m, with occasional
waves up to 27.6 m.

These unprecedented direct measurements of the ocean near-surface hurricane winds
were obtained using a sonic anemometer mounted on top of the SD. One-minute averaged
winds were collected continuously as Hurricane Sam passed over SD-1045. The SD also
measured other geophysical variables crucial for understanding the physics of air–sea
interactions that affect the formation and intensification of hurricanes. These variables
include sea level pressure (SLP), sea surface temperature (SST) and air temperature (Tair),
surface salinity, significant wave height (SWH), solar radiation, relative humidity (RH),
and ocean currents. Navigation data were used to automatically correct the anemometer
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measurements for the drone’s movement. The suite of SD observations in Hurricane
Sam can therefore be considered one of the most important recent observational advances
in hurricane research, as the SD provides complete and continuous monitoring of the
upper ocean and air–sea interface and can potentially reach remote regions inaccessible to
reconnaissance flights.

Before they can be used for operational purposes in forecast and data assimilation
models, the accuracy of the SD surface wind observations in these extreme conditions needs
to be verified with trusted ground truth wind measurements from different observational
platforms. With this objective in mind, here, we focus on a comprehensive comparison of
the SD observations with precisely colocated and nearly simultaneous satellite observations
from microwave radiometers, scatterometers, Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs), and a
moored buoy that was in the path of Hurricane Sam on the same day, about 150 km
southwest of SD-1045. In addition, we use the surface wind field from the Hurricane
Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model to aid interpretation of the observations
when they cannot be directly compared, as is the case for the SD and the buoy.

One of the biggest challenges pertaining to wind measurements in hurricanes is the
limited availability of in situ observations. Reconnaissance flights operated by NOAA and
the US Air Force provide vital information for assimilation into forecast models. However,
these flights predominantly acquire measurements of TCs occurring in the Atlantic basin
and only rarely fly into storms in the East Pacific, as they have limited ability to reach remote
locations due to their maximum 8–10 h flight time. Direct measurements in hurricanes have
been provided by anemometers on buoys, but the likelihood of a buoy being in the path of
a major hurricane is extremely low. Additionally, the accuracy of buoy wind measurements
in hurricane conditions has not been sufficiently explored.

Therefore, in remote areas, satellite data are often the only source of information,
although satellite estimates of wind fields and hurricane intensity are indirect. For con-
tinuous monitoring, infrared/visible (IR/VIS) observations from geostationary satellites
use an empirical technique (Dvorak) to monitor the evolution of storm intensity. This
technique relates observed cloud patterns and inferred geophysical properties of the storm
environment to an actual storm intensity [3,4]. IR/VIS radiation does not penetrate clouds,
so these measurements are from cloud tops. Other mature sensors, such as scatterometers
and radiometers on polar-orbiting satellites, operate in the microwave spectrum (C–Ka
band) and do penetrate clouds, but due to their antenna size, they observe the ocean
surface at limited spatial resolutions (12–50 km). Most recently, SARs, which operate at
C-band frequencies and have the capability to measure cross-polarization (i.e., RadarSat,
or Sentinel 1A,B), began acquiring and distributing data from TCs at a resolution of about
3 km. Studies have shown that SARs have the capability to measure wind speeds up to
Category 5 (70 m/s) [5,6]. However, SAR data acquisition presents some challenges, as
it has to be planned in advance due to the large volume of data. All of these satellite
retrievals are based on geophysical model functions (GMFs) that convert the observables
(emissivity or backscatter) to a standard 10 m Equivalent Neutral Wind [7]. The GMFs rely
on ground truth wind observations for model training, calibration, and post-processing
validation. Even SFMRs on hurricane-penetrating aircraft rely on a model to retrieve wind
speed from the radiometer observations; therefore, they also need to be calibrated to some
ground truth. Finally, dropsondes from reconnaissance flights acquire in situ (but indirect)
measurements based on GPS displacement caused by the storm winds. They provide the
most fundamental wind ground truth in the cores of TCs.

For these reasons, acquiring direct measurements inside the core of a major hurricane
with a surface vessel drone was a remarkable achievement. It was a risky experimental
mission that exceeded expectations. No vessel had ever successfully sailed through a
Category 4 hurricane, and the images and videos from SD-1045 inside Sam were shared with
the media and broadcast worldwide. If proven accurate, this type of wind measurement
will aid in monitoring the development of storms, particularly in areas inaccessible to
reconnaissance flights, and it can be assimilated by forecast systems to potentially improve
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TC intensity predictions. After validation of a sufficient number of missions crossing
hurricane paths, the SDs can potentially become a reliable source of ground truth for
calibrating satellite model functions at high/extreme winds and for validating all other
indirect wind measurements. Additionally, along with the data from other SD sensors, the
SD wind measurements are useful for studying air–sea interaction and the formation and
intensification of TCs [8]. Therefore, in these early days of the SD missions, it is important
to understand the accuracy, potential limitations, and sources of uncertainty of the SD
wind measurements.

The main objective of this manuscript is to assess the accuracy of the SD-1045 wind
measurements in the extreme conditions encountered during Hurricane Sam. While SD
winds have previously been validated through comparison to buoys in low-to-moderate
wind regimes [9,10], this type of analysis has never been carried out for the extreme
winds in a hurricane. Note that in situ measurements from SFMRs [2] onboard hurricane-
penetrating aircrafts in Hurricane Sam are available from the NOAA/AOML Hurricane
Research Division but not for the day SD-1045 was in the core of the storm. At this time, the
available dropsondes are point measurements that are not colocated or coincident with the
SD-1045 measurements and are therefore difficult to use for a detailed comparison. We use
different validation methods, including observations from satellites, the National Data and
Buoy Center (NDBC) buoy 41044, and guidance from a hurricane high-resolution forecast
model. Having multiple sources of comparison allows for a more robust assessment.

The analysis presented here shows that when properly interpreted and adjusted to a
height of 10 m, the SD wind measurements in Hurricane Sam are accurate and consistent
with the satellite radiometers, scatterometers, and SAR, all of which report 10 m peak
winds at or above 50 m/s. The adjustment of SD winds to a reference height of 10 m
presented here will be useful for future SD missions. The SDs provide valuable near-real-
time information to operational and forecast centers and can be used for cross-validation
with all other wind datasets.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the SD-1045
mission, describes the surface wind datasets in Hurricane Sam from SD-1045, buoy 41044,
satellite radiometers, scatterometers, and SAR, and the HWRF model used in this study.
Section 3 describes the methodology for adjusting the SD and buoy datasets to 10 m, which
includes a correction for buoy/vessel tilting that lowers the actual anemometer reference
height. Sections 4 and 5 describe the comparisons with the buoy, satellite, and the HWRF
model. In Section 6, we provide a discussion on the significance and sources of uncertainty
of the SD wind assessment in Hurricane Sam as well as plans for future missions and
validation in hurricanes regimes. Results are summarized and conclusions are given in
Section 7. Three figures are provided in the Supplementary Material to support topics
discussed in the manuscript.

2. Saildrone and Other Wind Observations in Hurricane Sam

Hurricane Sam was the longest-lived major hurricane in the Atlantic in 2021: it formed
off the Cape Verde islands on 22 September 2021 and maintained category 3–4 intensity
(50–70 m/s, referring to maximum 1 min sustained winds) for an extended period of time,
between 25 September and 2 October (Figure 1a). It reached its peak intensity of 69 m/s
(135 kt) on 26 September; then, it weakened to 54 m/s (105 kt) and underwent two eyewall
replacement cycles (27 and 29–30 September), regaining strength after each one. Sam
reached a secondary peak of 67 m/s (130 kt) on 1 October, threatening the Bermuda Islands
with tropical storm-force winds. It transitioned to an extratropical storm on 5 October and
finally dissipated on 7 October [11]. In the following subsections, we describe hurricane-
force winds in Sam as observed by SD-1045 and compare them to satellite observations,
measurements from a buoy, and the surface wind field from a forecast model.
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was synchronized with the vehicle’s inertial navigation system and inertial measurement 
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strong winds and waves, the anemometer height was sometimes significantly less than 
3.4 m due to tilting of the Saildrone USV (Figure 2c). 

Figure 1. Saildrone 1045 in Hurricane Sam. (a) Saildrone SD-1045 1 h averaged positions (black),
and Hurricane Sam track and maximum sustained 1 min. wind speed (colors) during 19 September
–6 October 2021. (b) Satellite infrared image (cloud-top temperature) of Hurricane Sam on 16 UTC
September 30 and the location of SD-1045 at that time (light blue triangle). The yellow square symbol
indicates the location of moored buoy 41044. The thin blue line in (b) shows SD-1045’s trajectory
during the previous 12 h. Panel b is reproduced from [8].

2.1. Saildrone SD-1045

Saildrones are autonomous uncrewed surface ocean vehicles (USVs) that are propelled
by the wind with a rigid sail, and their sensors are powered by solar radiation and wave
energy [12]. They collect climate-quality measurements, with accuracies similar to those of
moored buoys, and transmit data in real time during deployment lengths of up to one year.
Five specially designed extreme-weather Saildrone USVs were deployed during the 2021
Atlantic hurricane season with the goal of acquiring data from within hurricanes [9,10,13].
In this study, we use data from Saildrone SD-1045, which was deployed from the U.S. Virgin
Islands in July 2021 and followed an eastward trajectory to the western tropical Atlantic
during August–October (Figure 1).

SD-1045 measured wind velocity at a nominal height of 3.4 m using a three-dimensional
ultrasonic anemometer (Gill WindMaster) set to a 20 Hz sampling rate. Its manufacturer-
stated accuracy is ±1.5%. For accurate wind measurements, precise knowledge of the
vehicle motion and orientation are required. Therefore, the anemometer’s sampling was
synchronized with the vehicle’s inertial navigation system and inertial measurement units.
They measured the three-dimensional motion of the vehicle’s hull and wing and its speed
over ground, and the motion corrections were applied in real time, giving the three-
dimensional wind velocity relative to the fixed earth. SD-1045 also measured air tempera-
ture and relative humidity at 2.3 m, surface barometric pressure, photosynthetically active
radiation, significant wave height and period, ocean temperature and salinity at a depth
of 1.5 m, ocean currents between depths of 6 and 90 m, chlorophyll concentration at 2 m,
and ocean oxygen concentration at 0.5 m. The one-minute averaged wind velocity, air
temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, ocean temperature, ocean currents
at 6 m depth, and significant wave height are used in this study. Some of these fields are
displayed in Figure 2. Wind gusts, defined as the maximum 3 s averaged wind speed in
each 1 min interval, are also shown. We use SD-1045’s one-minute averaged anemometer
height (sampled at 20 Hz) to adjust the wind speed to a standard height of 10 m. In strong
winds and waves, the anemometer height was sometimes significantly less than 3.4 m due
to tilting of the Saildrone USV (Figure 2c).
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Figure 2. One-minute averaged data from SD-1045 during Hurricane Sam on 30 September 2021, for
wind speed (black) and gusts (gray) (a), sea level pressure (b), and additional variables (c–f). Wind
gust in (a) is the maximum 3 s. averaged wind speed in each 1 min. interval; (c) displays the variable
anemometer height. The significant wave height in (d) was calculated over 30 min. intervals. Ocean
current speed in (e) was measured at a depth of 6 m. In (f), positive angles indicate that the wind was
directed to the right of (farther clockwise than) the current.

During 20–30 September 2021, SD-1045 was directed eastward to intercept Hurricane
Sam (Figure 1a). As the hurricane’s eye approached, SD-1045 was positioned to face into
the wind and waves to help hold its position and minimize vehicle rolling (Figure 1b).
Even with these preparations, the Saildrone rolled more than 90 degrees several times,
with a peak roll of 130 degrees during wind gusts exceeding 50 m/s and significant
wave heights of up to 14 m (maximum individual wave height was 27.6 m) (Figure 2),
about 35 km from the storm’s center. Hurricane Sam had maximum 1 min. sustained
winds of 65 m/s (125 kt) when its eyewall passed over the Saildrone on that day [11]
(details at https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/archive/2021/al18/al182021.discus.032.shtml?, ac-
cessed on 8 April 2022). This study focuses on the period 22 September to 6 October 2021
(Julian days 265–279). Scientific and navigational SD-1045 data for this period were ex-
tracted from files at https://data.pmel.noaa.gov/pmel/erddap/search/index.html?page=
1&itemsPerPage=1000&searchFor=Saildrone+Hurricane+Monitoring+2021+NRT+data (ac-
cessed on 1 February 2022).

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/archive/2021/al18/al182021.discus.032.shtml?
https://data.pmel.noaa.gov/pmel/erddap/search/index.html?page=1&itemsPerPage=1000&searchFor=Saildrone+Hurricane+Monitoring+2021+NRT+data
https://data.pmel.noaa.gov/pmel/erddap/search/index.html?page=1&itemsPerPage=1000&searchFor=Saildrone+Hurricane+Monitoring+2021+NRT+data
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2.2. Moored Buoy 41044

On 30 September 2021, a moored buoy from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC)
was in the path of the core of Hurricane Sam. The buoy is identified by the WMO_ID=41044,
and it is moored at (301.3E, 21.6N). It measures wind speed with an RM Young Propeller
anemometer mounted at a nominal height of 3.8 m, with winds averaged over 8 min and
reported every 10 min. In addition to wind speed, the buoy provides observations of
SST at a depth of 2 m, Tair at 3.4 m, SLP at 2.4 m, and wind direction. In this study, we
used all of these fields from the 10 min buoy datafile for 2021 distributed by NDBC (https:
//www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_history.php?station=41044, accessed on 28 January 2022),
with the exception of wind direction, which was missing during the period analyzed here.
The buoy anemometer registered a maximum wind speed of 32.2 m/s on 30 September 2021
at about 06:30 UTC. It is worth noting that the buoy recorded winds above 30 m/s for an
extended period of time, from 06:00 until 09:30 UTC, when positioned within 50–70 km of
the storm’s center. The uncertainty of buoy measurements for high wind speed is estimated
to be about 1–2 m/s [14,15].

2.3. Satellite Radiometer Winds

Satellite observations of ocean surface winds, as measured by a series of microwave
(MW) radiometers and scatterometers, have been available on a daily basis since 1987,
and they are routinely used for marine forecasting [1,16]. Wind measurements in TCs are
particularly challenging, as some sensors lose sensitivity at extreme winds above 30 m/s,
and the measurements can be biased in the intense rain typical of tropical storms and
hurricanes [17]. Recent advances have enabled more accurate wind measurements in
such conditions: newer radiometers operating at lower MW frequencies that are mostly
unaffacetd by rain and new dedicated algorithms specifically trained in TCs. In this study,
we will use a new suite of radiometer wind products developed at Remote Sensing Systems
(RSS) for this type of measurement: the RSS TC-winds [18]. These products include wind
measurements in TCs obtained by SMAP (Soil Moisture Active Passive) [19], an L-band
radiometer unaffected by rain, AMSR-E/AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiome-
ter) and WindSat. The TC-wind retrieval algorithms for AMSR-E, AMSR2, and WindSat
have been trained and corrected for rain in TC conditions using SMAP measurements.
These winds have been extensively validated in tropical storms [20] and are routinely used
for assimilation into forecast tools such as the US Navy’s Automated Tropical Cyclone
Forecasting Systems (ATCF) [21]. The average uncertainty associated with these satellite
wind speed observations in TCs is on the order of 10%. The TC winds are produced in near
real time and distributed to the public as twice-daily gridded maps on a 0.25 × 0.25 degree
Earth Grid on the RSS website (https://www.remss.com/tropical-cyclones/tc-winds/,
accessed on 7 January 2022). The SMAP winds are valid at global scales but are less ac-
curate at speeds below 10 m/s due to reduced sensitivity to wind speed. As mentioned
above, AMSR-E, AMSR2, and WindSat TC-wind retrievals are specifically trained for TC
conditions. Therefore, despite being global products, they are only available in regions
where SST is greater than 25 ◦C and wind speeds are greater than 10 m/s. The uncertainty
of radiometer winds in TCs is about 10% [18,19]. An AMSR2 global all-weather wind
product (AMSR2 AW-winds), which uses a traditional algorithm for its retrievals and is
valid at all wind speeds and SST regimes, is also used for one of the analyses presented
here for comparison with other satellite wind products. WindSat stopped operating in
November 2020 and was therefore not available during the case study presented here. For a
comprehensive approach, we also included comparisons with traditional radiometer wind
products, such as the rain-free GMI and SSMIS 10 m winds.

2.4. Satellite Scatterometer Winds

In addition to the radiometer observations, we present comparisons using traditional
scatterometer winds from the ASCAT (Advanced Scatterometer) sensors on the MetOp-A,
-B, and -C satellites, which were all available during Hurricane Sam. The ASCAT wind

https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_history.php?station=41044
https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_history.php?station=41044
https://www.remss.com/tropical-cyclones/tc-winds/
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products used here [22] were developed and processed at RSS and are freely available at
https://www.remss.com/missions/ascat/ (accessed on 7 January 2022) as swath data or
twice-daily gridded 0.25 degree maps. The ASCAT surface wind retrievals are only slightly
affected by rain at extreme winds [22], with an uncertainty of 1–2 m/s. However, the signal
of this C-band co-polarization (VV-pol) scatterometer displays a reduced sensitivity for
winds above about 35 m/s, resulting in underestimated surface winds in hurricanes above
Category 1 (33–42 m/s) [17,19].

2.5. Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Winds

An emerging sensor technology for wind measurements in storms uses a C-band
Synthetic Aperture Radar. It includes a cross-polarization mode (VH), which exhibits better
sensitivity at high wind speeds compared to co-polarized channels (VV, HH), which lose
sensitivity in high winds [23]. Depending on the operation mode, the SARs can obtain
measurements at fine resolutions of just a few meters. When used for remote sensing of
tropical storms, the SAR operates in wide swath mode and has a resolution on the order of
1–3 km. Wind retrievals are reported at a reference height of 10 m and can be interpreted
as 1 min sustained winds. Recent studies have proven that SARs can provide some of
the most accurate high-resolution observations of TC surface winds for intensities up to
Category 5, with uncertainties on the order of 10% [5,6,17]. In this study, we used winds
from the Canadian Space Agency RadarSat2 (RS2). The SAR wind retrievals used here were
processed at the IFREMER (Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la Mer).
The satellite passed over Hurricane Sam at 09:58 UTC on September 30, when SD-1045
was positioned north of the core of the storm. The scan width for the observations was
about 450 km, with a spatial resolution of 3 km. All of the SAR data used here are publicly
available at https://cyclobs.ifremer.fr/app/tropical (accessed on 15 February 2022).

Table 1 summarizes the observing properties of each of the satellite sensors used for
the assessment of the SD wind observations

Table 1. Observing properties of the satellite sensors and algorithms. Note that SMAP and AMSR2
have lower resolutions of about 40 km, but they are oversampled, allowing a gridding of 25 km.

Sensor Spatial Resolution
(Gridding) Range Equivalent to:

SMAP 40 km (25 km) 10–70 m/s 10 min sustained
AMSR2 (TC-winds) 40–50 km (25 km) 10–70 m/s 10 min sustained

ASCAT 25 km (25 km) 0–35 m/s;
reduced sensitivity above 10 min sustained

SAR 3 km 0–70 m/s 1 min sustained

2.6. Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model

The Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) system is a high-resolution
model developed and operated by the NOAA/NWS/NCEP Environmental Modeling
Center for TC applications [24]. HWRF is used by several operational agencies such as
the National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) for
forecasting the evolution of TCs in all tropical ocean basins and providing guidance to
the community. The model is structured in nested domains, with a large parent domain
(about 70◦ × 70◦) and two smaller nested domains that follow the storm. TC field analyses
are produced every 6 h, which are initialized with satellite data and in situ observations
from instruments on hurricane-penetrating aircrafts and dropsondes. These 0 h analyses
(00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z) are not forecasts but rather represent the state of the storm at
those realization times. From these, 3-hourly forecast fields are produced. In this study, we
used data from the 0 h analyses for the smaller domains (9◦ × 9◦ and ≈1.5 km resolution)
and the 3 h forecast fields between the 6-hourly realization times. This was completed to
maximize the chances that the SD-1045 would be in the frame of the HWRF storm wind

https://www.remss.com/missions/ascat/
https://cyclobs.ifremer.fr/app/tropical
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field and that a satellite pass would be available within a short time window, enabling
meaningful comparisons. When comparing the HWRF model wind to SD wind, we used
the ≈1.5 km original resolution data. In contrast, for comparison between the HWRF and
the satellite data, we resampled the HWRF data to a resolution representative of the satellite
footprint, using a weighted Gaussian resampling window with 40 km half-power width.
We also shifted the model storm to coincide with the storm center at the time of the satellite
pass when needed. This methodology is described in detail in [20]. In addition to the
model surface wind, one particular analysis in our study uses the sea level pressure field
from HWRF.

3. Methodology: Comparison of SD and Buoy Measurements to Satellite Winds

In order to compare surface wind measurements from different observing systems at
different temporal and spatial scales, it is important to adjust them to the same reference
height and perform ad hoc averages or resampling such that they are representative of
similar scales. In this section, we will briefly describe how we adjusted the original datasets
to ensure meaningful comparisons.

Hurricane Sam was not a large storm: the radius of hurricane-force winds (defined by
the Saffir–Simpson scale as the region with winds above 64 kt, or 33 m/s, https://www.
nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php, accessed on 27 May 2022) was on the order of 40–50 nm
(75–90 km). Therefore, validation studies must be performed using a very tight colocation
window in space and time. Buoy 41044 and SD-1045 sampled different regions of the
storm, so they cannot be compared directly. We will use third-party datasets (from satellites
and HWRF) to cross-validate SD and buoy winds. We will also discuss the sources of
uncertainty in each wind dataset, including the SD measurements.

The biggest challenge when comparing in situ and satellite data is that direct wind
observations from buoys/vessels are from anemometers mounted at a nominal height of
3–5 m, whereas satellites provide indirect measurements as 10 m Equivalent Neutral winds.
In high seas, it is hard to estimate the actual height of the anemometers because the sea
state/waves can significantly tilt the buoys/vessels.

In addition, satellite radiometers and scatterometers have a large footprint, while
the buoy and SD refer to a point location. In order to perform meaningful and accurate
comparisons, differences in spatial and temporal sampling and height of the measurements
must be taken into account. Here, we will use the following approach to adjust the SD and
buoy data:

• Conversion to 10 m: We use the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment
(COARE) 3.5 bulk air–sea flux algorithm to characterize the wind speed profile in the
boundary layer and convert the SD and buoy wind measurements to a standard 10 m
height, using air–sea observed parameters from the SD and buoy themselves.

• Tilting of anemometer: We use the actual height of the anemometer from the SD
navigation record, which includes changes due to tilting effects in strong winds. The
buoy does not report the actual height of the anemometer. We inferred it by applying
a tilting correction that is similar to the one observed by the SD.

• Time-averaging: For comparisons with satellite data, we perform a time-average of
the SD 1 min wind data over a 10 min window so the data are more representative of
the scales observed by a satellite footprint.

We chose assumptions and algorithms that represent the most recent state of knowl-
edge in the field, although each has some uncertainty. Additional sources of uncertainty in
the comparisons presented in this work arise from: wave-sheltering effects on the SD and
buoy; the potential residual impact of rain on the satellite wind measurements; effects of
ocean currents on the wind measurements; possible saturation of the scatterometer signal
at extreme winds; uncertainties in the calibration of the satellite GMF for wind regimes
such as in a major hurricane; and unrealistic spatial structure or overall intensity in the
HWRF model wind field.

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php
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3.1. Conversion of Saildrone and Buoy Winds to Standard 10 m Reference Height

A simple method often used to convert buoy measurements to a standard height of
10 m before comparing them to satellite data is the assumption of a logarithmic vertical
wind profile [25,26], for which the wind speed U(z) at a height z is expressed as:

U(z) =
ln
(

z
zo

)
ln
(

zm
zo

) ∗ U (zm) (1)

where U(zm) is the wind speed measured at a height of zm and zo is the roughness length,
which indicates the height above the ground for which U = 0. This parameter is usually
determined empirically, as it depends on the nature of the surface. A common choice for the
ocean surface is zo = 1.5 × 10−4 m [25]. The expression in (1) is derived from mixing length
theory assuming atmospheric neutral stability and might lead to large underestimation of
the 10 m winds in extreme winds and in conditions far from stable, such as in a tropical
storm environment.

For this reason, we use the COARE bulk flux algorithm, which better represents the
vertical profile in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer [27], to convert SD and buoy
wind measurements to a standard height of 10 m. We use the most recent version, COARE
3.5, which includes updates developed with bulk flux measurements of winds of up to
25 m/s [28]. As the SD measured extreme winds, well above those typically used to develop
the COARE algorithm, we capped zo at 0.0067 m for wind speeds above 25 m/s. This
value was chosen because it represents the average zo from the COARE algorithm in the
23–25 m/s range, and it gives a drag coefficient of 3 × 10−3, which is consistent with results
described in [29,30]. Extreme conditions with 25+ m/s winds were observed by SD-1045
for about five hours on 30 September 2021.

The COARE algorithm requires the following parameters as input: wind speed reg-
istered by the anemometer, anemometer height, SST, and air temperature and relative
humidity near the surface together with their reference heights. All of these variables were
available as 1 min averages from SD-1045 during Hurricane Sam.

As illustrated in Figure 2c, the actual SD anemometer height suddenly decreased from
3.4 to 2.7 m, when the SD encountered the storm’s peak winds. This tilting effect must be
considered for accurate conversion of the wind observations to a reference height of 10 m.
Figure 3a illustrates the impact of these choices on the SD-1045 winds on 30 September 2021.
The maximum wind measured by SD-1045 at the anemometer height was 40.5 m/s; when
the COARE algorithm is used without including the tilting effect, the maximum 10 m
winds reached 47.5 m/s, and after including the tilting effect, they reached 50 m/s. The
maximum gusts, adjusted to a 10 m height, reached 67.5 m/s.

A similar approach was used to convert the 10 min buoy data from the nominal
anemometer height of 3.8 to 10 m. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the buoy also measured
SST and Tair, which were used as input to the COARE algorithm. Buoy measurements
of surface RH were not available during the period examined here. We used the RH
measurements from SD-1045 to estimate RH in the storm environment at the buoy location:
as both observing systems were in close proximity to the storm center, it is more reasonable
to assume a similar time-varying RH than a constant reference value at the buoy location.
However, because the peak winds at the SD-1045 location occurred about 8 h after the
peak winds at the buoy, we shifted the SD-1045 RH timeseries back 8 h prior to using the
SD-1045 RH for the buoy in order to better describe the environmental conditions at the
buoy location relative to the storm center.
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curve) and adjusted to 10 m winds using the COARE 3.5 algorithm without (blue) or with (green) 
the Saildrone tilting effect included, for 30 September 2021 (Julian day 273). The gusts converted to 
10 m using COARE 3.5 and tilting are also illustrated. (b) Ten-minute mean wind speed as observed 
by Buoy 41044 at the anemometer height (black curve), adjusted to 10 m winds using a traditional 
vertical log-profile (cyan curve), and adjusted to 10 m with the COARE 3.5 algorithm (green) with 
the tilting effect included, for 29–30 September 2021. 

The buoy does not report the actual height of the anemometer under tilting condi-
tions. We estimated a scaling factor to represent tilting as a function of wind speed based 
on the SD measurements, with the maximum reduction in the nominal height by about 
20% during the peak winds. The 10 min buoy winds are shown in Figure 3b for three 
cases: as recorded at the anemometer height (black line), adjusted to 10 m using a tradi-
tional log-profile (cyan), and adjusted to 10 m using the COARE 3.5 (green). Peak winds 
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Figure 3. (a) One minute mean wind speed observed by SD-1045 at the anemometer height (black
curve) and adjusted to 10 m winds using the COARE 3.5 algorithm without (blue) or with (green)
the Saildrone tilting effect included, for 30 September 2021 (Julian day 273). The gusts converted to
10 m using COARE 3.5 and tilting are also illustrated. (b) Ten-minute mean wind speed as observed
by Buoy 41044 at the anemometer height (black curve), adjusted to 10 m winds using a traditional
vertical log-profile (cyan curve), and adjusted to 10 m with the COARE 3.5 algorithm (green) with the
tilting effect included, for 29–30 September 2021.

The buoy does not report the actual height of the anemometer under tilting conditions.
We estimated a scaling factor to represent tilting as a function of wind speed based on
the SD measurements, with the maximum reduction in the nominal height by about 20%
during the peak winds. The 10 min buoy winds are shown in Figure 3b for three cases:
as recorded at the anemometer height (black line), adjusted to 10 m using a traditional
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log-profile (cyan), and adjusted to 10 m using the COARE 3.5 (green). Peak winds for these
cases are 32.2, 35.3, and 38.2 m/s, respectively. Note that for wind speeds below 20 m/s,
the simple log-profile conversion to 10 m winds is almost indistinguishable from the more
complex adjustment using the COARE algorithm.

3.2. Colocations with Satellite Winds

As discussed briefly in the introduction (Section 1), the in situ wind observations from
the SD and buoy cannot be compared directly to the satellite winds, which represent much
larger spatial scales typical of radiometers and scatterometers (12–50 km). A common
approach when comparing satellite data to point measurements such as buoys is to perform
temporal averages of the in situ data to account for the wind variability over a satellite
footprint and the broader spatial sampling performed by the satellite [16,31]. For the high
wind regime typical of a TC, we chose a temporal averaging window of 10 min for the SD
data. The buoy data are already averaged over 10 min. For comparisons between the SD
and the high-resolution SAR winds, we used the 1 min SD 10 m winds instead. During
the peak of the storm, we found a very small standard deviation of 0.5 m/s between the
1 min and 10 min winds, indicating that the results are not very sensitive to the width of
the temporal averaging window applied to the SD data.

We also compared storm scenes from the SAR winds and the HWRF model to the
satellite radiometers to verify their consistency. In these cases, the high-resolution SAR and
HWRF wind fields were resampled to a spatial scale representative of those of the radiome-
ters, using a Gaussian-shaped spatial resampling window, as discussed in Section 2.6 and
in more detail in [20].

4. Assessment of SD and Buoy Wind Observations in Hurricane Sam using Satellite Data

Following the methodology described in Section 3, we found all radiometer and
scatterometer passes over the storm for which there was a 10 min SD wind observation
with central time within ±5 min of the satellite pass and location, within a 0.25◦ satellite
gridpoint. Figure 4a displays the time series of the SD-1045 10 m winds in Hurricane Sam
with the complete set of colocations from all available satellite passes overlaid. It illustrates
a remarkable agreement between SD and satellite observations in all wind regimes. For
completeness, Figure 4a also displays the original SD wind observations at the nominal
height of the anemometer, which were averaged over 10 min bins. Notice how the only
significant difference between the measurement height and the 10 m wind speed is during
the period of peak winds. Fortunately, an AMSR2 satellite pass occurred at that time,
providing an unprecedented opportunity to compare the extreme wind observations.

Similarly, Figure 4a,b display the time series of 10 m winds observed at the buoy
location. It includes all satellite winds available within 5 min of the central time of the
buoy 10 min observations (to be considered 10 min colocations). The buoy/satellite time
series displays very good agreement for wind speeds below 25 m/s. Unfortunately, there
was no satellite pass within 25 km and 10 min of the buoy observations at the peak winds,
meaning that at that time, the buoy was in the satellites’ swath gaps.
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from GMI and SSMIS. The time series covers the period 22 September to 5 October 2021 and peaks 
on 30 September at about 15 UTC (Julian day 273). (b) Similar to panel (a), but for the 10 m wind 
observed by Buoy 41044, overlaid with all available satellite 10 min colocations (within 25 km). The 
buoy was near the core of Hurricane Sam at around 06 UTC on 30 September, a few hours earlier 
than SD-1045. 
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Figure 4. (a) Time series of the wind speed observed by Saildrone 1045 during Hurricane Sam at the
nominal anemometer height of 3.4 m (light blue dotted curve) and converted to 10 m winds using
the COARE 3.5 algorithm (grey dotted curve). The symbols represent the corresponding values for
the satellite 25 km gridpoint that crossed the Saildrone path within 10 min at the Saildrone locations.
The following satellite datasets processed at RSS are illustrated: SMAP, AMSR2 TC-winds, AMSR2
all-weather global winds, the scatterometers ASCAT-A, -B, and -C, and the global rain-free winds
from GMI and SSMIS. The time series covers the period 22 September to 5 October 2021 and peaks
on 30 September at about 15 UTC (Julian day 273). (b) Similar to panel (a), but for the 10 m wind
observed by Buoy 41044, overlaid with all available satellite 10 min colocations (within 25 km). The
buoy was near the core of Hurricane Sam at around 06 UTC on 30 September, a few hours earlier
than SD-1045.

In Figure 5, we display the AMSR2 TC-wind satellite pass over Hurricane Sam on
30 September 2021 at 17:08 UTC, corresponding to the colocation closest to the SD peak
time (red circle symbol on Julian Day 273 from the time series in Figure 4a). Figure 5 also
displays the position and 10 min averaged 10 m winds for the SD, and the position and 10 m
winds for the buoy at the time of the SD observations. Both measurements are color-coded
to depict the wind intensity. The remarkable agreement between SD-1045 (41.5 m/s) and
AMSR2 TC-winds (45.2 m/s) is apparent even when placed in the context of the storm’s
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highly variable wind field and the satellite wind speed uncertainty of 10%. The buoy 10 m
winds (18.1 m/s) are slightly lower than the satellite observations (22.1 m/s).

Figure 6 displays the 10 m winds from the RadarSat2 SAR pass at 09:58 UTC over
Hurricane Sam on 30 September 2021. In this case, the SD was farther away from the eyewall
compared to the AMSR2 colocation in Figure 5 at 17:08 UTC, and the SD experienced
weaker winds (21.1 m/s), which is consistent with the SAR observation (20.3 m/s) at the
SD location. As discussed in Section 2.5, wind retrievals from SAR have a high spatial
resolution (3 km here) and provide a detailed view of the fine structure of the surface wind
field in the core of the hurricane. Visible in Figure 6 is the very small eye of the storm, about
40 km in diameter, and a small area of reduced winds to the west of the eye, which are
possibly remnants of the eyewall replacement cycle that occurred on that day. Similar to
Figure 5, the SD and buoy locations and corresponding 10 m wind speeds are overlaid on
the satellite wind field. The buoy measured winds of 35.2 m/s, but its location fell outside
of the satellite swath for this pass.

Among all lower-resolution satellite winds presented here, the most accurate in TCs
are those from SMAP, which is due to their high sensitivity in strong winds and their
insensitivity to rain. SMAP passed over Hurricane Sam at 10:25 UTC on 30 September 2021.
Figure 7 displays a three-way comparison between the SAR surface wind field at 09:58 UTC,
resampled to the SMAP resolution, and the wind field from SMAP at 10:25 UTC, with
the SD and Buoy 10 min wind data at the corresponding times overlaid. Again, the SD
measurements (21.5 m/s) are consistent with SMAP (23.9) and the resampled SAR (with
a value of 19.5 m/s versus the SD 10 min wind of 21.0 m/s). The buoy, located just
outside the satellite passes, seems to slightly underestimate the wind speed (31.5 m/s) by
visual comparison.
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Figure 5. Wind speed field from the AMSR2 pass over Hurricane Sam at 17:08 UTC on
30 September 2021. These satellite winds are specific for TC conditions and produced only in storm
environments for wind speeds above 10 m/s and SST above 25 ◦C. The colored squares reflect the
relatively low resolution (0.25 deg) of the satellite gridded dataset. The SD-1045 (S) and Buoy 41044 (B)
positions are overlaid on the satellite pass, with their respective 10 m wind speeds (10-min averages)
color-coded using the same scale as the satellite winds.
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Figure 6. Surface wind field from the SAR RadarSat2 (RS2) pass over Hurricane Sam at 09:58 UTC on
30 September 2021. The high resolution of the SAR allows for the identification of the fine structure
of the wind field in the core of Hurricane Sam, including the small eye and reduced wind on the west
of the eye, which was possibly the remnant of the eye replacement cycle that occurred on that day.
The SD-1045 (S) and Buoy 41044 (B) positions are overlaid on the satellite pass, with their respective
10 m wind speeds (1 min average for SD) color-coded with the same scale as the satellite winds. Note
that the buoy falls outside the swath of the satellite in this case.
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Figure 7. (a) SAR RS2 wind field (resampled) at 09:58 UTC compared to (b) SMAP winds at 10:25 UTC
on 30 September 2021. Overlaid are the SD-1045 and Buoy 10 m winds at the respective times, color-
coded to reflect their wind intensity (in the range 0–50 m/s). The yellow star indicates the center of
the storm as identified by the SAR data at high resolution (Figure 6).
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Three-way analyses such as the one presented in Figure 7 provide the opportunity to
cross-validate SMAP with the SAR, such that for future SD missions, both can be trusted
as validation sources. Figure 8 presents a scatterplot of the SMAP 10 m winds versus the
resampled SAR for their passes over Hurricane Sam on 30 September 2021. As these two
sensors observed the scene within 30 min of each other (≈6 pm Local Ascending Node
Time), a spatial shift is unnecessary because they can be considered to have the same storm
center (yellow star in the Figure 7a,b).
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Figure 8. Scatterplot of SMAP 10 m winds versus the resampled SAR RS2 winds in Hurricane Sam on
30 September 2021 for the passes illustrated in Figure 7a,b. The statistics for bias, standard deviation
and correlation coefficient refer only to wind retrievals above 10 m/s.

Additionally, comparisons can be made between the Saildrone data and ASCAT-B
and -C passes over Hurricane Sam at 13:30 and 14:18 UTC, respectively, on 30 September
2021 (displayed in the Supplementary Figure S1). During these passes, SD-1045 was in the
core of the storm, in close proximity to the eyewall, and its 10 m winds (33.7 and 40.3 m/s,
respectively) are consistent with the ASCAT retrievals (35.8 and 37.4 m/s). It is important
to note that the ASCAT scatterometer signal starts losing sensitivity above 35 m/s. This
might be the reason why at 40 m/s, the SD winds are higher than ASCAT-C. The buoy,
again, fell just outside the ASCAT passes, and no direct comparison could be made.

5. Comparisons of In Situ and Satellite Winds in Hurricane Sam with the HWRF Model

The HWRF model can also be used to assess the accuracy of the Saildrone wind
observations in hurricanes. However, one difficulty with these comparisons is that the
HWRF 6 h analysis (derived from assimilating observations into a model vortex) and the
3 h forecast fields from the model might have a spatial structure more symmetrical than
the real wind field in a storm. These HWRF analyses and forecasts may also show a storm
center that is slightly displaced relative to the real storm location. For large storms, it might
not result in a significant deviation from the actual wind field. However, for a small and
intense storm such as Hurricane Sam, with strong spatial gradients and highly variable
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wind field (i.e., experiencing an eyewall replacement cycle), the comparisons of in situ wind
observations with the model fields are less exact than comparisons to satellite wind fields.

Figure 9 illustrates the HWRF 10 m wind field from the 3 h forecast at 15Z (initialized
from the 12Z 0 h analysis) on 30 September 2021, when SD-1045 experienced its peak winds,
with the SD-1045 and the buoy winds overlaid. Additional comparisons with the HWRF
0 h analyses at 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z are shown in Supplementary Figure S2. At 15Z, the SD
was located in the core of the storm, and its 1 min winds (48.7 m/s) are a lot lower than
the HWRF (59.4 m/s); the buoy was outside the storm’s core, and its observed wind speed
(20.3 m/s) matches HWRF’s at the buoy location (20.3 m/s). It is important to keep in
mind that some disagreement can be expected because the location of the storm center
might be slightly off in the model, and even a small displacement relative to the storm
center can result in large differences in wind speed due to strong horizontal wind gradients.
Nevertheless, the overall agreement between the SD and HWRF surface winds (Figures 9
and S2) is good and suggests that HWRF can indeed be used for assessing the SD winds,
although care must be taken regarding the placement of the storm’s center in the model.
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the 3 h forecast field at 15Z, when SD-1045 was in the core of the storm and experienced the peak
winds. The SD-1045 and buoy locations and corresponding 10 m wind speed are overlaid on the
model wind field, displayed within a common range of 0–50 m/s. For this small storm, a comparison
between the in situ and the model wind field is more challenging due to the strong wind gradients
and the potentially slightly displayed storm center in the model field.

To perform a comparison between the HWRF, SAR, and SMAP winds, in Figure 10, we
resampled the HWRF 12Z high-resolution scene (in Figure S2, panel b). We used a 40 km
half-width Gaussian-weighted window to represent the spatial scales seen by SMAP and
applied the same method to rescale the SAR wind field. Overall, there is good consistency
between the lower-resolution wind fields from HWRF 12Z (Figure 10) and SAR 09:58 UTC
and SMAP 10:35 UTC (both in Figure 7). Figure 11 displays longitudinal and latitudinal
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cross-sections of the winds through the storm’s center for the high-resolution (solid lines)
and resampled (dashed) SAR and HWRF as well as for SMAP. The lowest SAR wind speed
in the eye is 14.1 m/s, while HWRF shows a minimum wind speed of 1.3 m/s. Without
additional in situ data, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of HWRF’s representation of
the eye width and depth. In situ measurements from the SFMR on aircraft reconnaissance
flights are not available for September 30, but there are data from the NOAA P3 aircraft on
September 29 (https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/ftp/hrd/data/sfmr/2021/sam/, accessed
on 24 May 2022). One SFMR latitudinal cross-section of the storm is illustrated in the
Supplementary Figure S3 together with HWRF and a SAR pass from Sentinel 1B on the
same day. They seem to suggest that the storm’s eye in HWRF is slightly larger than from
in situ aircraft measurements.
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 7a, but for the HWRF 12Z resampled wind field for Hurricane Sam on
30 September 2021. Overlaid are the SD-1045 (27.7 m/s) and buoy 10 m winds (24.2 m/s) at the
respective times, color-coded to reflect their wind intensity (in the range 0–50 m/s). The correspondent
resampled HWRF values at the SD and buoy location are 31.7 and 28.2 m/s, respectively. The
yellow star indicates the center of the storm as identified by the high-resolution HWRF 12Z field
(Supplementary Figure S2, panel b).

When the high-resolution wind fields from HWRF and SAR (shown in Figure 11)
are resampled, the minimum wind speeds in the storm center are a lot larger (41.3 and
34.5 m/s for SAR and HWRF, respectively), due to the inclusion of the eyewall winds in
the resampled central gridpoint. The longitudinal cross-section (S-N) of wind speed for the
resampled SAR matches SMAP very well, while the SAR winds from the latitudinal section
(W-E) are slightly lower than SMAP. Both suggest that the resampling methodology used
here is reasonable.

https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/ftp/hrd/data/sfmr/2021/sam/
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Figure 11. (a) Longitudinal (S-N) and (b) latitudinal (W-E) cross-sections of the wind field on
30 September 2021, passing through the center of the storm, for the SAR pass at 09:58 UTC, the
HWRF at 12 UTC, and SMAP at 10:25 UTC. Solid lines refer to high-resolution wind fields, while the
dashed lines refer to resampled SAR (red) and HWRF (yellow) wind to match the lower resolution
SMAP winds (blue).

6. Discussion: Summary of the Assessment and Uncertainties

The results from the comparison of Saildrone peak wind speeds in Hurricane Sam
to tightly colocated satellite observations are summarized in Figure 12. The statistics are
presented for the SD-1045 winds adjusted to 10 m using the COARE 3.5 algorithm, including
a correction for change in measurement height due to the Saildrone tilting. The comparisons
with satellite data are performed by first averaging the SD measurements over 10 min bins
and then colocating them within 5 min of a gridded 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ satellite observation.
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Figure 12. Scatterplot of the SD-1045 winds, adjusted to 10 m using the COARE 3.5 algorithm,
colocated with the satellite winds within a 25 km grid box and within 5 min. The following satellite
data were used in this figure, limited to the day for which SD was in the core of Hurricane Sam,
30 September 2021: SAR RS2, SMAP, AMSR2 TC-winds and ASCAT (-B and -C). The statistics for
bias, standard deviation and correlation coefficient include only wind observations above 10 m/s.
The comparison with SAR is performed using 1 min SD observations, while 10 min SD wind averages
were used for comparisons with all the other satellites to take into account the larger spatial scales of
those measurements.

The figure highlights the high consistency (0.98 correlation) of the 10 m adjusted SD
winds with all of the satellite winds with a small bias of −0.49 m/s and standard deviation
of 1.9 m/s. These results lie within the uncertainty limits of the satellite measurements,
which at extreme wind speeds are on the order of 10%.

A similar summarizing statistic for the buoy 41044 measurements versus satellite
winds could not be performed because on the day the buoy observed peak winds, only
one satellite (AMSR2) passed over the buoy, when the buoy was experiencing wind speeds
below hurricane-force (see Figure 4b).

Although the comparisons between the satellites and the Saildrone presented in this
case study indicate that the two are in good agreement, there are several additional factors
that might contribute to uncertainty in the SD and satellite wind statistics in storm regimes.
These include:

• Inaccurate assumptions in the COARE algorithm in extreme winds (uncertainties of
≈1–3 m/s depending on the wind speed; Figure 3).

• Neglecting ocean surface currents in the satellite wind retrievals (1–2 m/s, as shown
in Figure 2e).

• Incorrect estimates of vessel/buoy tilting, which is a very small effect, as displayed in
Figure 3. It is also possible that the SD anemometer was underwater for very short
periods of time, affecting the average 1 min wind.

• Wave sheltering effects on the SD, which were not considered in this study, as they
are too uncertain to be estimated quantitatively at this time. Preliminary estimates
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indicate that they could be as high as 6% of the measured wind speed. We note that the
significant wave height on the peak day reached 14 m, with waves as high as 27.6 m
observed (Introduction).

• Incorrect assumptions related to the direct comparison of point-wise measurements
(SD and Buoy) to satellite radiometers/scatterometers sampling much coarser spatial
scales (discussed in Section 3.2).

• Small biases in the satellite data due to residual rain impact on the measurement.
• Uncertainty in the sensors’ high wind retrievals are estimated to be about 10% for the

satellite data [6,18,19,22] and 1–2 m/s for the buoy measurements in high winds [14,15].
Uncertainties in the HWRF model winds are estimated to be in the range 2–4 m/s [32].

The HWRF model wind analyses provide insight into the storm environment at the
time of the SD measurements. They are also a reference for indirect comparisons with buoy
measurements despite the challenges due to the very small storm size in Hurricane Sam.
These comparisons should be explored in more detail in future SD missions in hurricanes.
Here, we provided a methodology and a discussion of the challenges for future use.

The HWRF model can also provide an indirect opportunity to verify and compare the
SD, buoy, and model surface wind/SLP relationships within the storm. An example of such
an indirect verification is provided in Figure 13, which displays the wind/SLP relationship
on 30 September 2021, from the SD-1045, buoy 41044, and the HWRF model. Overlaid is
the relationship between the satellite wind and the colocated SLP from SD-1045. From the
figure, we notice that the satellite wind/SLP relationship is within the range of the HWRF
model at all wind speeds. The SD-1045 relationship also is very consistent with the model,
possibly showing slightly lower winds above 40 m/s than those predicted by the model for
SLP lower than 980 hPa. The buoy wind/SLP relationship is consistent with SD-1045 and
HWRF up to about 984 hPa and displays slightly lower winds than the model for low SLP.
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Figure 13. Surface (10 m) wind/sea level pressure relationship within Hurricane Sam on
30 September 2021, as in the HWRF model (gray squares), the SD-1045 1-min SLP and wind ob-
servations adjusted to 10 m using COARE (cyan squares), and the buoy 41044 10-min SLP/wind
observations (magenta squares). Overlaid are the satellite 10 m winds colocated with the SD
SLP measurements.
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7. Summary and Conclusions

Here, we presented a case study for the assessment of a new type of in situ mea-
surement of ocean surface winds. We focused on the period between 22 September and
6 October 2021, including observations acquired in the core of a Hurricane Sam, which is
a major (Category 4) hurricane in the Atlantic. The observations were obtained from an
anemometer mounted on a solar/wind-powered autonomous vessel: the Saildrone. For
the first time, in the summer of 2021, five Saildrone vehicles were deployed into very active
regions of the northern tropical Atlantic to study ocean/atmospheric conditions leading to
the formation and evolution of major storms. One of the missions, SD-1045, crossed the
path of Hurricane Sam on 30 September 2021.

This is the first time that measurements of hurricane-force winds have been retrieved
from the SD, and as such, it is the only case study available at this time. The SD observations
in Sam were assessed versus state-of-the-art satellite retrievals specifically developed for
storm conditions i.e., SMAP, AMSR2 TC-winds, and the SAR. Additional comparisons were
performed using more traditional scatterometer data (ASCAT) and a hurricane forecast
model, HWRF.

One objective of this study was to define the methodology for comparing the SD
observations, which are taken point-wise and at a low and variable anemometer height, to
satellite observations that are made on a much larger scale, i.e., resolutions of approximately
25–40 km. This methodology involves a conversion of the winds observed at the SD
anemometer height (2.6–3.4 m) to a reference height of 10 m, which is typical of the satellite
and model data. We used the COARE 3.5 algorithm to define the vertical profile of the winds
in the atmospheric boundary layer, with additional assumptions needed for hurricane-force
winds. A similar methodology was applied to adjust the measurements from buoy 41044,
also in the path of the storm but about 150 km southeast of the SD. Direct comparison
between the SD and buoy was not possible due to their separation distance and positions
in different sectors of the storm. The satellite data provided a third-party comparison
to evaluate whether the buoy and SD were indeed consistent. We additionally explored
whether the wind/SLP relationships observed in the storm by the SD and the buoy were
consistent with the HWRF model.

This first assessment showed high consistency between the SD and the satellite wind
measurements at all wind regimes observed in this case study (0–50 m/s, when adjusted to
10 m winds) with a small bias of −0.49 m/s and standard deviation of 1.9 m/s (Figure 12).
The SD-1045 mission in Hurricane Sam also displayed a remarkable ability to observe rapid
wind changes (Figure 4a), such as those experienced while crossing strong wind gradients.
Once the methodology for assessing SD measurements at these extreme winds is carefully
designed, it can serve as a foundation for planning and evaluating future missions using
SDs in hurricanes or other extreme winds in the tropics and extra-tropics. Additionally, if
properly interpreted, future SD missions can provide a unique and more widely available
reference source of calibration/validation for satellite observations in extreme winds.
Ideally, opportunities will arise in future missions to compare SD observations to in situ
measurements from reconnaissance aircraft dropsondes or SFMR. A triple colocation of
simultaneous SD, SMAP, and SAR wind observations within a hurricane would also be
very valuable for calibration/validation purposes. This is a possibility, as both SAR and
SMAP observe the Earth at the same local time, and it should be explored in future missions
by possibly coordinating a SAR acquisition when the SD is in proximity to a hurricane.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14122726/s1, Figure S1: ASCAT-B and ASCAT-C wind field on
30 September 2021, with overlaid wind speed values from SD-1045 and the buoy 41044; Figure S2:
HWRF wind field at 6Z, 12Z, and 18Z on 30 September 2021, with overlaid wind speed values for SD
and buoy; Figure S3: Surface wind speed the from the SFMR onboard the NOAA P3 reconnaissance
aircraft from an East-West cross section in Hurricane Sam, on 29 September 2021, with overlaid
cross-sections from a SAR pass, and the HWRF model for the same day.

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14122726/s1
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